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Abstract. Researchers have been experimenting with various drivers of the
diffusion rate like sentiment analysis which only considers the presence of
certain words in a tweet. We theorize that the diffusion of particular content on
Twitter can be driven by a sequence of nouns, adjectives, adverbs forming a
sentence. We exhibit that the proposed approach is coherent with the intrinsic
disposition of tweets to a common choice of words while constructing a sen-
tence to express an opinion or sentiment. Through this paper, we propose a
Custom Weighted Word Embedding (CWWE) to study the degree of diffusion
of content (retweet on Twitter). Our framework first extracts the words, create a
matrix of these words using the sequences in the tweet text. To this sequence
matrix we further multiply custom weights basis the presence index in a sen-
tence wherein higher weights are given if the impactful class of tokens/words
like nouns, adjectives are used at the beginning of the sentence than at last. We
then try to predict the possibility of diffusion of information using Long-Short
Term Memory Deep Neural Network architecture, which in turn is further
optimized on the accuracy and training execution time by a Convolutional
Neural Network architecture. The results of the proposed CWWE are compared
to a pre-trained glove word embedding. For experimentation, we created a
corpus of size 230,000 tweets posted by more than 45,000 users in 6 months.
Research experimentations reveal that using the proposed framework of Custom
Weighted Word Embedding (CWWE) from the tweet there is a significant
improvement in the overall accuracy of Deep Learning framework model in
predicting information diffusion through tweets.

Keywords: Information diffusion � Twitter analytics � Deep learning �
Convolutional neural network � Linguistic

1 Introduction

Microblogging website Twitter has emerged as one of the primary online social media
platforms across the globe for sharing opinions, interests, and points of view on events
and issues varying from education, sports, online content to politics. Users on Twitter
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can associate their share of opinions related to a subject matter by writing a simple
tweet and posting it in real-time. The selection of right expletives and positioning the
same in a tweet sentence plays a critical role in attracting the attention of right receivers
(users of Twitter) of this tweet with similar interests inside the Twitter platform.
Sharples [1] has claimed that readers on any platform of communication should treat
writing as a creative act of writers using which they deliberately select phrases and
position them to impose a certain interpretation through lexical and linguistic prefer-
ences. This hypothesis was first developed by Maun [2], showing how diverse set of
writers from various backgrounds, are extremely cognizant of articulated aspects of
writing, positioning the expletives with opinions that we should hypothesize as writing
practice and as an act of thoughts representation. The idea of sentence writing includes
the design of the factual or non-factual information of a topic, person, event or domain,
followed by opinion generation through experience or knowledge expressed in words,
within a framework requiring the expertise of linguistics as well as the nature of genres
and domains in which the communication is taking place. The sentence then reaches
the receiver (also referred to diffusion in modern world) to whom the original
writer/sender was planning to convey the message to. The receiver in turn again uses
the knowledge of linguistics to interpret the meaning which original sender was trying
to convey. Hence linguistic competence is central to understand the degree of diffusion
of information in any communication channel.

Social media application Twitter bring users with similar opinion across the globe
on the same platform to communicated, cascade the information to a wider set of users
beyond their group referred to as information diffusion (also referred to as retweet on
Twitter) in a real-time basis. This, in turn, creates mass information on Twitter. The
ability of Twitter to elevate the exposure of any information through a simple tweet is
contained in various aspects of the same tweet. Like the number of users connected to
the account from which the tweet got generated, how active the user has been in the
past, how active the followers in the network of the user are on Twitter.

To achieve effective diffusion of information, other than the previously listed
factors, one more aspect that plays a key role is: the sentence used in a tweet should be
conveying the appropriate information with a factual point of view. Prior research
appears a little apprehensive about the accurate enriching relationship between the
selection of words, placing in a certain order, and about how the thoughts get recon-
structed when we alter the sequence of words. The area of linguistics has well-
described literature on how a well-formed sentence structure can guide the commu-
nication of inference and opinion expressed and at the same time increase the pene-
tration of the sentence at the user level. Aligning the sentences for an appropriate theme
and rheme and the idea of linearization of the words in which ‘what an author places
first will drive the interpretation and penetration of rest that has to follow’ [3] are
known ideas to linguist researchers. Also is the goal of concluding remarks in a
sentence [4]: because the initial vocable or noun in a phrase gains more importance,
and professional writers will change the order of the words to engage the reader’s
attention to the factual information using the active mode of writing a sentence. These
are design alternatives which the writer of a sentence or a tweet on Twitter has to learn
and there are options within this learning that require attention, be it direct or indirect,
that a verbally spoken sentence is not the same as a written one. Using the linguistic
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aspect of feature formation is not entirely explored in the area of research of feature
extraction from verbatim of tweet [5–8].

Through this paper, we are presenting and contribute to the literature an original
and creative approach combined with the deep learning neural network architecture and
the branch of linguistics for feature extraction. We assign custom weights to the word
vector matrix calculated by the index of these words in the neighborhood of the
sequence of the rest of the words in the same sentence. We are further defining this
feature engineering framework as Custom Weighted Word Embedding (CWWE). We
then try to combine this feature engineering framework with the state of the art Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) to train an initial model that is further optimized by
adding convolutional layer 1D on top of embedding to make it more time-efficient
while training and improve the accuracy as well. For benchmarking the results of
classification using the proposed architecture, we compare the overall accuracy with a
CNN model running on the same architecture using a pre-trained glove word
embedding instead of the experimented Custom Weighted Word Embedding (CWWE).
In the scope of current research, we hypothesize that the proposed framework works
better in classifying a tweet as re-tweetable or not if we take into consideration the
linguistic art of sentence formation. The ideology behind the research in the current
paper is to create the features in such a way that these are not only geography inde-
pendent but also independent of any theme of any event which makes the proposed
framework easily generalizable in any situation.

The rest of the research paper is structured as: in Sect. 2, prior literature is discussed
for defining information diffusion, social media analytics and deep leaning architecture,
in Sect. 3, we describe the proposed CWWE (Custom Weight Word Embedding). To
begin the experimentation phase, we first train a base LSTM model, record the results
and define as “baseline results1”. We then introduce our novel framework with Con-
volutional Neural Network and record the results as “proposed framework results”.
With the same CNN architecture used to test the proposed features but predict the
results using a pre-trained glove model of 10,000-word embedding instead of CWWE
and define the results as “baseline results2”. Finally, we discuss the findings by
comparing “baseline results1” vs. “baseline results2” vs. “proposed framework results”
and conclude with proposing future scope of research in Sect. 4.

2 Prior Literature

The literature review has been designed to follow the following flow: we start with
defining the information diffusion, how social media analytics has helped the
researchers’ community to gain insights about the domain, followed by discussing the
established vectorization process as one of the techniques from the social media ana-
lytics toolkit and concluding with deep learning architectures used for unstructured data
like tweet text.
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2.1 Information Diffusion and Social Media Analytics

With the internet opening the barriers of communication among people across the
globe, there is a need to perform research on effective ways of communication. When
there is more communication there is more information diffusion too [9–11]. We define
information diffusion as the travel process of a piece of knowledge having factual or
non-factual details about a person, event, domain or place getting initiated from a
sender and reaching a set of receivers through a channel or carrier. In the case of
Twitter [12, 13], the carrier is the tweet posted on the channel Twitter, the sender is the
user posting the tweet and receivers are followers of the user posting the tweet. There
are three aspects of information diffusion: innovation in communication practice,
factual information and right audience (user-network) which plays an important role in
predicting the degree of information diffusion.

With the increase of internet penetration, social media platforms have started to
gain importance as a channel for message penetration and propagation. Twitter is
constantly explored by organizations and individuals for multiple communications
which creates an abundance of information and hence researchers have started
exploring various analysis frameworks to gain insights and one such framework is
Social Media Analytics (SMA). SMA as an evolving cross-domain research area for
gaining insights through social media has made the usage of Twitter for information
communication and diffusion across multiple domains possible. Many researchers from
their work have proved the potential of SMA across different academic disciplines and
business domains. Prior work strongly shows that SMA can provide important insights
around disciplines such as marketing [14], in deliberation on political [15] and social
concerns [16], in emergency [17], for building public relation [18] or even ruling out
possibility of polarization of any major event [19]. Social media platforms like Twitter
can also help us to gain insights into any specific domain [20] or technology [21].
However, in the domain of social media, penetration and diffusion of communication
has three strong pillars, firstly managing and controlling misinformation [22], secondly
use machine learning to automatically predicting the information (tweet) diffusion
speed, scale, range and trend [23] and thirdly use frameworks to evaluate the credibility
of a tweet, i.e. whether to trust the tweet and the person writing the tweet.

2.2 Word Features and Deep Learning Architecture

The most popular model in SMA for predicting the information diffusion (retweet on
Twitter) is to convert sentences to words and then to vectors and finally use these
vectors as features in classifiers to predict the probability of reweet. Most of the prior
experimentation performed in the retweet prediction is based on the opinion similarity
analysis of the words used in the tweet or at the user account and network level. Xu and
Yang [24] have proposed term frequency-inverse document frequency hinged BOW
(bag of words) for every tweet in a content-based model for retweet prediction. The
research by [25] presented the work of information-sharing approach and trend of users
on social media platforms. The assessment of the importance of these variables in the
same research presented that the term frequency–inverse document frequency weighted
BOW homogeneity of retweeted tweets performing as the highest significant variable
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in predicting user retweet trend. Brief research also exists around computational lin-
guistic research [26] to predict the impact of any information, but there certainly exist a
gap for thorough research which has motivated us to take up this research.

Many people try to reword the original sentence in their own words with the intent
of communicating the original message in a much better way. However, as such, any
literature or verbatim synopsis is already abstractive in nature and has very little
possibility of reproduction of the original sentence. With all deep learning architectures
getting noticed by researchers in the field of unstructured data, it has become a more
practical option for any NLP analysis, researchers have begun to consider these
frameworks as a fully data-driven alternative to abstractive text summarization. The
possibility of storing the meaning of a sentence with abstract features extracted is not
completely explored. In the latest research, Lopyrev [27] relates an application of an
encoder-decoder RNN (recurrent neural network) with LSTM units and notices that the
framework starts creating headlines from the actual text of news articles. In a slightly
different but related work, Rush [28] presented a fully data-driven framework for
sentence summarization. His approach makes use of an attention driven algorithm that
creates each word from the input sentence as summary transformed. Chopra [29]
proposes a constraint-based RNN (recurrent neural network) which can easily create an
abstract of any input phrase. The transformation has been done by a unique approach in
which a convolutional encoder is implemented to make sure that the corresponding
decoder centers around the proper input words at each phase of generation. In an
alternate paper that sharply resonates with our proposed framework, Ramesh Nallapati
[30] has proposed a summary-based text abstraction using Attentional Encoder-
Decoder RNN (Recurrent Neural Network), and show that these models achieve state-
of-the-art performance on two different corpora [31–33]. Our work starts with a similar-
looking framework but with the focus of extracting and storing the original sense of a
sentence (tweets on Twitter) in very abstract features (CWWE) and assigning custom
weights which will be further used to predict the diffusion (retweet) of the same
sentences (tweets on Twitter).

3 CWWE-Based LSTM-CNN Model Experimentation

3.1 Data Collection

The first step in developing a classifier is to create a training corpus. In our study, we
are focusing on collecting data from Twitter. The reason behind selecting Twitter is its
flexible architecture that allows one-to-many communication and is less restricted when
compared to other social networking sites like Facebook.

We specifically targeted to collect tweets for “Game of Thrones season8” because
there will not be any sponsored posts and this series (particularly season8) was liked,
watched and hated by viewers across the globe from different ethnicity. Hence the
process of data extraction, gave us tweets originated at different parts of the world with
varied writing styles. To achieve this, we used the following tags: [#GOTS08, #Game
of Thrones Season8, #Game of Thrones Final Season, #Game of Thrones Last Season,
#GOT Season8]. Through streaming API of Twitter, we can scrap (free) one percent of
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tweets posted every day. Using Python as a tool, we used streaming API to collect
tweets during the period: [April 14 to May 19, 2019]. This helped us to create a corpus
of 300,000 tweets relevant to our analysis. Out of 300,000 tweets, a corpus of 234,884
tweets was created after data cleaning and removing the tweets which were posted by
major official accounts. Finally, 234,884 tweets were labeled as “Viral” vs “Non-Viral”
basis if the number of retweets of the tweet was greater than ‘10’ referred to as “Viral”
and the tweets for which the retweets was less than ‘10’ was referred to as “Non-Viral”
tweets. Table 1 below represents the exploratory description of the tweet corpus.

3.2 Data Cleaning

The pretreatment of the tweet text is a mandated step as it cleans and converts the actual
tweet to structured features matrix, ready for analysis, i.e., it becomes easier to extract
rich and factual information from the tweet and apply machine learning algorithms to it.
If we bypass this data preparation step, then there is a highly likely a chance that we are
dealing with noisy and incompatible data. The goal of this data cleaning exercise is to
not only smoothen out the noise, the ones that are much less relevant to uncover the
sentiment of tweets together with punctuation, special characters, numbers, and phrases
that do not convey a lot of weight in context to the text. In the next steps of data
cleaning, we are converting unstructured data of text to more structured data by gen-
erating the matrix of words extracted from the original tweet. If the initial data
cleansing of tweets is done diligently, then the resulting feature space will also be of
good quality.

Initial data cleaning makes every tweet to go through the following phases: Firstly,
we know that owing to security concerns, Twitter never reveals the actual Twitter
handle posting the tweet. Hence as part of the data cleaning process, we clear the
special character sign of “@” which masks the Twitter handle. Secondly, we also know
from the linguistic literature that special characters, alphanumeric, numeric and lingos
do not convey any specific factual information hence, we cleaned any other special
characters, alphanumeric, numeric and lingos from the actual tweets. Thirdly we have
replaced most of the shorter words with the root words like: “haven’t”: “have not”,
“doesn’t”: “does not”. Once every tweet loops through the above 3 steps we extract
words from all the tweets and create a matrix with all the words from the corpus as
columns. However, we have a huge corpus of tweets and hence the size of the matrix of
words also becomes large. To reduce the dimension, we reduced same versions of the
words to its original root word, like: {like, likable}: {like}.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of data set

Tweet
corpus
size

Distinct
users

Viral
tweets

Non-
Viral
tweets

Average age of
the twitter account
in the corpus

Average
number of
tweets per user
per day

Average
number of
followers per
user

# 234,884 46,302 56,936 177,948 6 years 9 7200
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3.3 Build a Preliminary LSTM Model with Standard Word Embedding

For simplicity, we start with the retweet column which represents how many retweets a
tweet has received. Tweets that have more than ten (‘10’) as the retweet value are
considered as the tweets which got diffused easily and strongly and will be labeled as
“Retweeted” tweets for our research. The tweets for which the retweet column has less
than ten (‘10’) as value will be labelled as the tweets which were not able to diffuse
(were not retweeted) on twitter. We define this new column as “Retweet Identifier”
which will have binary values and will be treated as the class label in our research
analysis. Because we have a class label classifier (retweet identifier) to label each tweet,
the research problem can now be defined as supervised learning and the theories of any
classifier algorithm can be implemented to train, validate and test our model. We start
our feature engineering with first tokenizing the text and convert them to word vectors.
For feature dimension control and reduction, we are placing a constraint of 50 words on
each tweet. This means that tweets having texts shorter than 50 words are padded with
zeros, and longer texts are truncated. We now start with the model training.

The architecture of the neural network starts with an embedding layer wherein each
word from a lower dimension is projected to a higher dimension, which in turn helps
the network to learn every word vector in a more descriptive manner. The layer takes
20000 as the first argument, which is the size of our vocabulary, and 100 as the second
input parameter, which is the dimension of the embedding. The third parameter has
been constrained at 50 for the maximum size of every tweet sentence. We have also
divided the entire tweet corpus into three sections: training (on which we let the model
to train and optimize the parameters by minimizing the loss function), validation (on
which the model validates the new parameters selected after every iteration) and test
data (on which the trained model is tested for its performance on an unseen data).
Model results at the end of training at this step are recorded and represented in Table 2.

3.4 Build a Custom Weight Word Embedding Matrix

With the hypothesis of establishing information diffusion as a function of the weights
derived from position based linguistic features [16], we pursue with the first step of our
proposed CWWE framework. To establish the relative position index, we extract each
word of a tweet as an independent feature and locate the relative presence of this word

Table 2. Model results for a preliminary LSTM model

Test data set accuracy

LSTM 0.52

Confusion matrix

Model Retweet
Yes No

Yes 10482 15539
No 2561 9000

Precision = 0.8
Recall = 0.4
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feature in the presence of other words in the respective tweet. We also try to see the
context in which the word is used in the tweet while conveying a message. We try to
explain the above concept with a basic illustration below:

James played brilliantly [manner] in the match [place] on Saturday [time]
evening.

vs.
The match [place] played on Saturday [time], James performed comparatively
good from his last game good [manner].
In the first sentence, the writer gives more emphasis by using the word brilliantly

at the beginning of the sentence and the reader might not read the entire sentence to
interpret that James performed brilliantly in the match. On the contrary in the second
sentence, how the player played is being placed at last, which might leave less
emphasis on the player James and some of the readers might even skip that
part. Considering the tweet was about player James, we hypothesize that if the word
brilliantly is used at the beginning there is highly likely chance that this tweet will
diffuse (will be retweeted) in the Twitter network faster as compared to the second
sentence. With this hypothesis, we will be testing the proposed framework by assigning
the custom weights depending upon the relative position of the words. The details of
the framework are explained in the following steps below.

Step 1: After the cleaning the tweet text, performing the text to Word2Vector matrix
(Table 3).

Step 2: After generating the Word2Vector matrix, we now try to find the length of
each tweet text, mid-point index, first quartile and third quartile basis the length of
text (Table 4).

Step 3: We now look at the position index of each word from the Word2Vector
matrix in the tweet text and check if the index falls in the first quartile, close to mid-
point, in the third quartile or beyond the third quartile (Table 5).

Table 3. Step1 of building a custom weight word embedding matrix

Tweet text James played brilliantly match Saturday good

James played brilliantly in the match on Saturday
evening

1 1 1 1 1 0

The match played on Saturday, James performed
comparatively good from his last game

1 1 0 1 1 1

Table 4. Step2 of building a custom weight word embedding matrix

Tweet text Length Mid-point
index

First
quartile

Third
quartile

James played brilliantly in the match on Saturday evening 9 5 3 6
The match played on Saturday, James performed
comparatively good from his last game

13 7 4 9
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Step 4: In the last step we assign a weight of 0.75 to the word which appears close
to the first quartile, nothing to the words which are close to the middle part of the
sentence and 0.25 to the words which are close to the third quartile of the tweet text.
We further multiply these weights for the respective words in the respective tweets
to the matrix from step1. The resulting matrix for the illustration looks like below
(Table 6).

3.5 Build a CNN Model with CWWE

The LSTM model worked well with the initial Word2Vec matrix. However, it took
forever to train one epoch. CNN is known to work well in image processing domains
but the potential usage of CNN architecture in unstructured data like tweet analysis is
still a fairly new area for research. Literature suggests that to increase the response time
of the models while training on the data, we can add a convolutional layer, by doing so,
uses a “filter” over the input feature matrix and calculates a higher-level representation.
We then perform max pooling through a kernel of the input dimensions which in turn
reduces the parameters required and this, in turn, reduces the training time. While doing

Table 5. Step3 of building a custom weight word embedding matrix

Tweet text James played brilliantly match Saturday good

James played brilliantly in the match on Saturday
evening

First First Third Third Third 0

The match played on Saturday, James performed
comparatively good from his last game

Mid First 0 First First Third

Table 6. Final step of building a custom weight word embedding matrix

Tweet text James played brilliantly match Saturday good

James played brilliantly in the match on Saturday
evening

0.75 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.25 0

The match played on Saturday, James performed
comparatively good from his last game

0 0.75 0 0.75 0.75 0.25

Table 7. Model results for the CNN model with CWWE

Test data set accuracy

CNN 0.80

Confusion matrix

Model Retweet
Yes No

Yes 19798 6223
No 1603 9958

Precision = 0.9
Recall = 0.76
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the same we also introduce the model to the new CWWE features to test if the new
derived features help to increase the accuracy of the classification. Model results at the
end of training at this step are captured and represented in Table 7.

3.6 Build a CNN Model with a Pre-trained Glove Word Embedding

In this step, we use the same network architecture from 3.5 above, but instead of using
CWWE, we now use the pre-trained glove 100-dimension word embedding as input
features and consider the results as a benchmark to compare against the results recorded
from step 3.5. If the results from step 3.5, outperform the results of the current step then
our original hypothesis is correct. The glove model used in this sub-section is pre-
trained on four hundred thousand (400,000) words over a billion tokens. The glove has
embedding vector sizes, including 50, 100, 200 and 300 dimensions. We chose the
100-dimensional version. We also want to see the model behavior in case the learned
word weights do not get updated. We, therefore, set the trainable attribute for the model
to be False. The results of this step are recorded and represented in Table 8 below.

3.7 Summarization of the Results

A summarization of the results reveal that using the proposed framework of Custom
Weighted Word Embedding (CWWE), if the word features extracted from the tweet are
assigned custom weights basis the relative position of these words in the sentence, we
record a significant improvement in the overall accuracy of CNN model from 53% to
80%. We also see that precision and recall of the model with the proposed framework
outperforms the preliminary model at 0.90 and 0.76 as compared to 0.80 and 0.40
respectively for the concerned class which is - will a tweet retweet (retweet > 10).
The CNN model with the proposed framework has also outperformed pre-trained
established glove word-based CNN model experimentation with the same architecture
with the latter’s values as (accuracy: 0.70, precision: 0.8, recall: 0.65). Hence we can
state that our initial hypothesis of a writer’s deliberate choice of placing the more
influential words (like nouns, adjectives) at the first half of the tweet puts more
emphasis on the intent interpretation by the readers and helps to cascade the same at a
faster rate on social media platform as compared to sentences/tweets where these words
are used at the latter half is correct.

Table 8. Model accuracy

Test data set accuracy

CNN + Glove 0.70

Confusion matrix

Model Retweet
Yes No

Yes 17004 9017
No 2665 8896

Precision = 0.8
Recall = 0.65
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4 Discussion

The primary contribution of our research paper is CWWE with a combination of CNN
in using the linguistic features. With the outcome of our experimentation set-up we
confirm our hypothesis that degree and rate of any information diffusion on twitter
(tweet getting retweeted) can be established as a function of how a user has designed
the sentence with the constraint limitation of the size of the tweet (140 characters).
Intentionally placing more impactful words related to the context of discussion can
increase of potential retweet faster and hence for it is important to also understand the
linguistic aspect of writing English literature. We were also able to bring down the
training time of the model knowing that unstructured data will have higher dimension
of features set as compared to other regular analysis. We have proved through our
experimentation and research that the proposed CWWE can outperform any other
established word-embedding framework.

5 Conclusion

Every tweet contains both micro and macro-level information about the information
conveyed that can be extracted and then can be further used to represent a tweet. With
this motivation we chose the semantics which represents the micro level information of
a tweet and developed a framework of embedding matrix representing a writer’s habit
of placing the part of speech (Nouns and adjectives). We further used the rules of
semantic information with the help of deep neural network framework to predict if a
tweet will be retweeted on not. We proved that the diffusion of a particular content on
Twitter can be driven by a sequence of nouns, adjectives, adverbs forming a sentence.
We exhibited that the proposed approach in this paper is coherent with the intrinsic
disposition of tweets to a common choice of words while constructing a sentence to
express an opinion or sentiment. With this experimentation we have established that if
a writer uses an adjective or a noun at the beginning of the sentence, there is highly
likely a chance that the sentence/text/information is going to diffuse at a faster rate.

Motivated by the positive results of the current experiment, as next steps for future
research work, we plan to extend the CWWE along with the other features like size of
the network structure, the user is part of and understand the relation with social
influence on social media platform Twitter. The framework should be able to predict
the exact social influence in terms of number of retweets any user will get while posting
any tweet.
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